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**Book List**

- Black Flags: The Rise of ISIS – Joby Warrick
- The Economist – Magazine
- Like War: The Weaponization of Social Media – P. W. Singer
- The Jungle Grows Back: America and Our Imperiled World – Robert Kagan
- Peddling Protectionism: Smoot-Hawley and the Great Depression - Douglas A. Irwin

- The Orphan Master’s Son – Adam Johnson
- Palace of Treason - Jason Matthews
- Ghost Fleet - P.W. Singer and August Cole
- Waiting – Ha Jin
- Exit West – Mohsin Hamid
- The Border – Don Winslow

- Gates of Fire – Steven Pressfield
- Ine’s of My Soul – Isabel Allende
- The Handmaid’s Tail – Margaret Atwood
- The Killer Angels – Michael Shaara